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This booklet focuses on ways to edit and improve your writing:   

• Spelling  • Grammar  • Punctuation 

Literacy and English skills 

I can check that my writing makes sense and meets its purpose. (Level 2) 

I can review and edit my writing to ensure that it meets its purpose and 

communicates meaning at first reading (Level 3). 

 



Spelling  

Strategies for editing spelling: 

• Check: words which don’t look right, new words and words you don’t use often  

• On the computer: internet or spell check  

• If your phone has auto-correct, type the word into a message  

Task 1: Spotting and fixing spelling mistakes 

a. Read the passage below and identity the six spelling mistakes. 

b. Find the correct spelling for each word 

1. ________________________ 

2. ________________________ 

3. ________________________ 

4. ________________________ 

5. ________________________ 

6. ________________________ 

Task 2: Commonly misspelled word. Identify the correct spelling then check afterwards.  

a. beleive/believe 
b. beautiful/beatiful  
c. embaressed/embarrassed 
d. similie/simile  
e. character/caracter  

f. occasionally/ocassionlly  
g. suddenly/sudenly  
h. narator/narrator 
i. metafor/metaphor  
j. disapeered/disappeared 

Grammar: Homophones 

When checking your spelling watch out for different words which sound the same.  

  

 

Their Ownership  Their sister… 
Their shoes… 

There Place Go over there.  
Put them there. 

They’re Means 
“they are” 

They’re ready. 
They’re cold. 

Your Ownership  Your dog… 
Your family… 

You’re Means 
“you are” 

You’re funny. 
You’re tea is ready. 

Here Place  Come over here.  
They’re here. 

Hear Sound I can hear a dog. 
What can you 
hear? 

To Direction Go to the shop.  
I went to… 

Too - Also, as well  
- Lots of 
something 

I want a pet too. 
The cake is too 
sweet for me. 

Two The number 
two 

I have two… 
 

It was a hostile enviroment. The trees had branches that whiped back and left bruses on 

their skin. Harry had agreed to acompany them on this trip but was regretting that 

desison now. He had to continue though, otherwise there would have been disastorous 

consequences.  



Grammar: Homophones 

Task 1: Right sound, wrong word.  

a. Identity the correct words to use in this passage. 

 

Grammar: Tenses  

There are three main tenses:  past (happened already)    
present (happening right now)      
future (hasn’t happened yet) 

Lost of words and sentences change depending on the tense. For example:  

Past Present Future 

I flew to Spain I am flying to Spain I will fly to Spain 

I ran across the path I am running across the path I will run across the path 
Task 1: Rewrite each sentence in past tense.  

a. He puts the box on the table with a thud.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

b. The fire alarm goes off and everyone runs out of the school.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

c. The bird sings from the treetop and wakes the cat.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

d. The swimmer is going to compete in a race.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

e. There is a loud bang which scares Louise.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

f. The dragon lets out an almighty roar, the castle walls go up in flames.  

__________________________________________________________________ 

“Do you know how to get their/there/they’re?” asked Charlie. “Not really,” Logan 

replied, “I don’t know why their/there/they’re having the party in such a strange place.” 

“It is to/too/two confusing,” complained Charlie, who was staring hard at the map. “Use 

your/you’re phone to call Archie, ask him how to/too/two get from hear/here to 

their/there /they’re.”  

Suddenly, a voice came shouting out the window, “Your/you’re finally hear/here!” 



Punctuation: essential 

Full stops: at the end of sentences.  

Capital letters: at the start of sentences/names of places and people/days of the week/I  

Commas: to separate ideas  

Apostrophes: shows you who owns something or when words have been shortened.  

Paragraphs: start a new paragraph for each new “scene” or part of the story  

 

Punctuation: dialogue  

Your characters will probably want to talk to each other. When writing dialogue (speech) 
there are punctuation rules to follow.  

Rules for punctuating speech:  

• “quotation marks” around all direct speech.  

• Commas/question marks/exclamation marks go inside the quotation marks  

• Capital letters at the start 

Task 1: Identify the mistakes in each sentence.   

a. “Stop! Thief”! yelled the shopkeeper.  
b. “That man stole the money from the till, said the shopkeeper.”  
c. “I’ll follow him!” shouted Max, “you call the police”.  
d. The thief shouted loudly”, You’ll never catch me!” 

Task 2: Rewrite this passage with punctuation: 

What’s missing? 

 14 capital letters  

 5 pairs of quotation marks 

 3 apostrophes  

 2 question marks  

 3 full stops  

 4 commas 

 

grandpa joe said you mean to say ive never told you about mr willy wonka and his 

factory  

never answered little Charlie  

good heavens above i dont know whats the matter with me 

will you tell me now grandpa joe please  

i certainly will sit down beside me on the bed my dear and listen carefully   



 

 

Checklist for editing your story 
Checked Made changes 

✓ ✓ 

Spelling   

Their/There/They’re   

Your/You’re   

Here/Hear   

To/Two/Too   

Story is written in past tense   

Full stops and capital letters   

Commas and apostrophes   

Paragraphs   

Punctuation for speech   


